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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to use Bayesian statistics to analyze values of parameters for a previously developed system of differential equations which describes
the healing process of diabetic foot ulcers. The model describes the relationships
between matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), their inhibitors (TIMPs), and extracellular matrix (ECM). A Bayesian approach is used when the availability of data
is sparse, as it is in this case. Delayed Rejection Adaptive Metropolis (DRAM), a
MATLAB implementation of a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, is used to estimate
parameters. This approach with the individual patient data allows us to estimate
and compare parameters and their pairwise plots. This will help improve the
wound-healing model in order to better predict wound-healing outcomes for
individual patients.
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Wound Healing

1

The process of wound healing involves complex interactions between proteins
and cells at the wound site. With acute wounds, minor wounds that heal in
a reasonable amount of time, the healing process is easy to predict. Chronic
wounds, major wounds that can take months or longer to heal, do not heal in
predictable ways. These wounds can lead to further complications, including
amputation, and can be a financial burden to both the patient and the health
care system. The chronic wounds dealt with here are diabetic foot ulcers.

1.1 Biological Background
Wounds can be classified as either acute wounds or chronic wounds. Acute
wounds are wounds that heal in predictable ways, whereas chronic wounds do
not and can take a great deal of time to heal. The healing process of acute
wounds typically progresses through four stages: hemostasis, inflammation,
proliferation, and remodeling (Mast, 1992). This healing process depends greatly
on interactions between proteins and cells at the wound site. Hemostasis begins
with the prevention of blood loss, clotting at the wound site, and blocking of
damaged vessels. Following this is an increased permeability of the blood vessels
and release of chemoattractants that attract neutrophils and monocytes to the
wound site (Lawrence, 1998). This is the beginning of the inflammatory phase.
The cells that migrate to the wound site begin breaking down dead tissue and
waste.

Next is the proliferative stage. During proliferation, fibroblasts from nearby tissue
migrate to the wound site and produce collagen and other proteins that make up
the extracellular matrix (ECM) (Lawrence, 1998). The ECM is mainly produced
by the fibroblasts and is the support structure for the skin. The production of
the ECM first requires the degradation of the damaged matrix in order to allow
fibroblasts to proliferate through the wound site (Lawrence, 1998).
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Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are a family of enzymes that are present at
the wound site and degrade the damaged ECM. The balance between proteins in
the wound, including levels of MMPs, plays a huge role in proper wound healing.
This balance is critical because too few MMPs allow uncontrolled production of
new ECM and too many MMPs prevent the wound from properly healing (Li et al.,
2009). As such, MMPs are regulated by levels of production and inhibition. This
inhibition is done by tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs). TIMPs are a
family of four proteins that can inhibit most proteins in the MMP family (Bode
et al., 1999). This inhibition controls the rate at which ECM is broken down.
Thus the levels of, and interactions among, MMPs, TIMPs, and fibroblasts are
critical to proper wound healing. The final stage, remodeling, occurs after this
and involves the shaping of the ECM in the new skin by the interactions between
MMPs, TIMPs, and fibroblasts.

Chronic wounds, such as diabetic foot ulcers, do not always heal in such a
systematic way. Chronic wounds often remain in the inflammatory stage longer
than is needed (Muller et al., 2008). When this happens, MMPs are produced
at abnormally high rates, which causes breakdown of ECM to be faster than its
production. Thus, exact regulation of MMPs, the role of the TIMPs, is crucial for
a chronic wound to heal properly. This means that the ratio of MMPs to TIMPs is
vital to proper wound healing. In fact, it has been shown that this initial ratio is
a useful measure for predicting a healing response (Muller et al., 2008).

1.2 Mathematical Model
An ordinary differential equation model was formulated in Krishna et al. (2015)
in order to describe the interactions between MMPs, TIMPs, ECM, and fibroblasts.
The following is a rescaling of this system of ordinary differential equations.
dM
(k1 M α (f˜ + fi ))
=
− k3 M − k4 M T
dt
(k2α + M α )

(1.1)

dT
(k5 T β (f˜ + fi )M )
=
− k7 T − k4 M T
dt
(k6β + T β )

(1.2)

dE
= k8 (f˜ + fi )(1 − E) − k9 M E − k10 E
dt
df˜
= k11 (f˜ + fi )[1 − (f˜ + fi )]
dt

2
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(1.3)
(1.4)

In this system of equations, M , T , E, and f represent the MMPs, TIMPs, ECM,
and fibroblasts, respectively, with initial conditions for M , T , and E from the
data and 0 as the initial condition for f . The system contains twelve parameters,
k1 through k11 and fi . These parameters are values associated with the model
and a specific patient’s healing response. They describe the rates at which each
aspect of the model (MMPs, TIMPs, and ECM) grow, decay, and interact with one
another. Specifically, k1 through k11 are various production, decay, interaction
and other rates, and fi is the initial fibroblast concentration. Muller et al.(2008)
collected data from sixteen patients for the MMPs, TIMPs, and ECM over a twelve
week period. Data were taken at weeks 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12, with the exception of
some patients whose wounds healed or whose foot was amputated. MMP and
TIMP concentrations were measured by placing test strips at the wound site, and
ECM was simply a measure of how closed the wound site was. Previous work has
been completed using a frequentist approach. Thus, this work will focus on using
a Bayesian approach to analyze and estimate parameters using individual patient
data.

1.2 Mathematical Model

3
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Bayesian Statistics

The frequentist approach to estimating parameters is the classical approach.
When using a frequentist approach to estimate parameters, one assumes that
the parameters being estimated have true fixed values and the goal is to find
point estimates and associated confidence intervals for these parameters. This is
contrasted with a Bayesian approach, in which one assumes that the parameters
being estimated are random variables with associated distributions. As new
information is observed, the distribution of the parameter is updated. A prior
distribution is given to the parameter before any observations are made. This
prior distribution is meant to reflect the information already known about the
parameter in question. As observations are made and information is acquired,
the distribution associated with the parameter is updated to reflect this new
information. The resulting distribution after all observations are made is known
as the posterior distribution. The posterior is calculated using equation 2.1, where
q is the parameter values, v is the observed data or random sample, π(q|v) is the
posterior distribution, π0 (q) is the prior distribution, and π(v|q) is the likelihood
function. This distribution best reflects what is known about the parameter using
the prior distribution and the observed information and can be used to find
estimates and credible intervals for the parameter. It is often difficult to find the
posterior distribution, and as such, numerical techniques are beneficial (Smith,
2014).

π(q|v) = R

π(v|q)π0 (q)
Rp π(v|q)π0 (q)dq

(2.1)

2.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Techniques
The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique
used to estimate the posterior distribution for parameters in a model. Markov
Chain Monte Carlo techniques are useful for models with a large number of
parameters. Without such techniques, calculating the posterior distribution
involves integration in higher dimensions because the posterior is found using
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equation 2.1 (Smith, 2014). Even with smaller parameter spaces, it is often
impossible to directly calculate the integral necessary to solve for the posterior
distribution of the parameter, so numerical estimation must be used. However,
with more parameters, even numerically estimating the integral becomes difficult,
and thus Markov Chain Monte Carlo Techniques are used.
The model, prior distribution, and data are given and the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm samples through the parameter space in order to explore the geometry
of the distribution. What this means is that a Markov chain is constructed that
explores the parameter space in such a way that the stationary distribution of the
Markov chain is the posterior density for the parameter. Thus, by construction
this Markov chain, the posterior distribution can be estimated. The idea of how
the algorithm works is as follows (Smith, 2014):
1. Initialize the Markov chain X as X0 = q 0 where q 0 is some predetermined
parameter vector
2. Take the current chain realization to be Xk−1 = q k−1 .
3. Propose a new value q ∗ from a proposal distribution based on the previous
value.
4. Using a probability determined by the likelihood function and prior density,
either accept q ∗ : Xk = q ∗ , or reject q ∗ : Xk = q k−1 .
5. Establish that the stationary distribution for the chain is the desired posterior
distribution.
The ways in which the proposal distribution and the probability of acceptance
are constructed vary depending on the model and the algorithm.
The specific algorithm used for this project is the Delayed Rejection Adaptive
Metropolis (DRAM) (Haario et al., 2001). It is an adaptation of the MetropolisHastings implemented in MATLAB. The algorithm actually updates information
as the chain is created, and as such, is not Markovian. However, this loss of the
Markov property does not change the asymptotic behavior of the constructed
chain and information about the posterior distribution can still be obtained.
DRAM is actually the combination of two algorithms: a Delayed Rejection algorithm and an Adaptive Metropolis algorithm. The Adaptive Metropolis algorithm

2.1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1.: DRAM run for Himmelblau model using 10,000 iterations with (a) chains
and (b) densities

begins with a nonadaptive portion which works like the regular MetropolisHastings algorithm. After this, the covariance matrix, which plays a role in
proposal of states and acceptance of proposed states, is updated using the chain.
The Delayed Rejection algorithm commences once a proposed state is rejected.
With the standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, once q ∗ is rejected, q k−1 will be
retained for the next state of the chain. However, the Delayed Rejection algorithm
proposes an alternate state from a narrower proposal distribution (Smith, 2014).
The exact mechanics of this will not be explained. In conjunction with each other,
Adaptive Metropolis and Delayed Rejection can be used to update information
as chains are formed and to improve mixing and exploration of the parameter
space. More specifically, Adaptive Metropolis allows the way states are proposed
and accepted to change as more information is obtained and Delayed Rejection
prevents the chain from spending long periods of time at a single value. Another
important aspect of DRAM is what is known as burn-in time. This option allows
for the random walk part of the code to be run for some time to find areas of
higher probability before the DRAM algorithm actually commences, in order to
prevent results from being skewed to the initial values.
The first example (Figure 2.1) comes from the DRAM code itself. It is a system of
ODEs that models reaction rates. It is taken from a textbook by Himmelblau, so it
will be refered to as the Himmelblau example (Haario et al., 2001). The example
demonstrates chains (Figure 2.1a) and densities (Figure 2.1b) that can serve as
the prototypical example of how good chains and densities should look.
Another example (Figure 2.2) of using the DRAM algorithm with a system of
ODEs is from Dr. Ralph Smith’s book Uncertainty Quantification (2014). The

6
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2.: DRAM run for HIV model using 100,000 iterations with (a) chains and (b)
densities

DRAM code was modified for the example, and the results were compared to
results presented in the textbook in order to test the code and learn how to use it.
Since this is simply an example, the ODEs used will not be presented.
It is also important to note that the data used in the HIV example was generated
data. To generate this data, the state variables had curve fits created using the
existing data and frequentist methods. These curve fits then had noise added to
them to generate data. This technique will be implemented later, and justified by
this use on a similar biological model.
The chains (Figure 2.2a) are the result of 100,000 iterations in which the algorithm sampled the parameter space of the six parameters. These chains were then
used to create the densities (Figure 2.2b), which give an idea of how likely each
parameter is to have certain values. The densities are constructed by showing
the fraction of time the chain spent in each part of the parameter space. Thus, if
the chains have converged to their stationary distributions, the densities should
be the posteriors for the parameters.

2.2 Bayesian Statistics Applied to the Wound Model
Due to the nature of Bayesian inference, it is often a useful tool when data
is sparse. The data being used to quantify the wound model is quite sparse,
especially with some of the individual patient data, so it makes sense to attempt
to estimate parameters using a Bayesian approach. Informative priors also help

2.2
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mitigate problems with sparsity of data. With this model, the prior densities
for parameters k1 through k11 are a continuous uniform distribution from 0 to
500, which is considered an uninformative prior, as the only information passed
is a boundary restriction. The parameter fi was given the continuous uniform
distribution on 0 to 1 as an uninformative prior density. Since fi is initial fibroblast
concentration, it can be thought of as a percentage, so a restriction of 0 to 1 is
logical.
Delayed Rejection Adaptive Metropolis was used to numerically find the posterior
distribution of each parameter. Individual patient data and the appropriate
system of differential equations was passed to the DRAM code. A sum of squares
function was created in order for DRAM to create the acceptance function. This
sum of squares function is as follows:
function ss = woundss(k,data)
% sum-of-squares for wound model
% Save time, data for MMPs, TIMPs, and ECM, and initial conditions as
time, Mobs, Tobs, Eobs, and y0
time = data.ydata(:,1);
Mobs = data.ydata(:,2);
Tobs = data.ydata(:,3);
Eobs = data.ydata(:,4);
y0 = data.y0;
% Solve the wound ODE with ode15s and save the results for MMPs, TIMPs,
and EMC and Mmodel, Tmodel, and Emodel
[t,y] = ode15s(@woundode, time, y0, [], k);
Mmodel = y(:,1);
Tmodel = y(:,2);
Emodel = y(:,3);
% Take the sum of squared differences between the observed data and
results from solving the ODEs
ss = sum((Mobs - Mmodel).^2) + sum((Tobs - Tmodel).^2) + sum((Eobs Emodel).^2);

This function accepts proposed parameter values as the row matrix k and the data
as a structure data which contains the time points and data for MMPs, TIMPs, and
ECM. The function also calls on the function woundode, which is the function
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that contains the system of ordinary differential equations from the wound model.
These proposed parameter values and the system of ODEs are then passed to
a built-in MATLAB ordinary-differential-equation solver known as ode15s. The
sum-of-squares error is then computed, using the difference between the actual
data and the results from the ODE solver.
If this sum-of-squares error is less than the sum-of-squares error for the previously accepted parameter values, then the code will accept the newly proposed
parameter values. If the sum-of-squares error increases, then the newly proposed
parameter values are accepted with a probability calculated by DRAM using the
ratio of the new sum of squared errors to the old one. In this way, the chains will
remain in areas of higher probability for more iterations and lower probability for
fewer iterations. The raw data from these runs are then used to plot the chains,
pairwise plots between parameters, and the posterior densities.
Initially it is tempting to run DRAM to fit all 12 parameter values. For simpler
models, this approach will often work. However, as a model becomes increasingly
complex, it is necessary to select subsets of the parameters that are being estimated. Once the parameters being estimated are selected, all other parameters
are fixed to values that have previously been estimated using other techniques.
Bayesian techniques are often used to handle issues of sparsity of data. With this
model, sparsity of data is a huge issue, as for most patients, the number of data
points is close to the number of parameters being estimated. However, simply
using these Bayesian techniques will not solve all of the issues caused by sparsity
of data. Thus, data was generated in order to alleviate such problems. Curve
fits for the model were found, and noise was added to these curve fits in order
to generate the additional data points. This data was then used with DRAM in
order to find the posteriors of the selected parameters.

2.2
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DRAM Results

3

Thus far, the results have been limited to only some of the patients with subsets
of the parameters being estimated using the DRAM algorithm. Certain patients’
data tend to yield better results. Presented here are results from patient 7, patient
8, and patient 14. The code used to implement the DRAM code was created by
me, however the results come from runs of other students in the research group.
For each of the results, a subset was selected by other students in the research
group in order reduce the number of parameters being estimated and eliminate
issues with parameter identifiability. In order to improve convergence, data was
generated by adding noise to curve fit results, as was done in the HIV model
shown earlier.

3.1 Chains and Densities
The chains (Figure 3.1), and densities (Figure 3.2) are for parameters k1 and k7
for patient 7 run with 200,000 iterations and a burn-in time of 20,000. The priors
were continuous uniform distributions from 0 to 500. The other 10 parameters
were fixed to values found by curve fitting the model to the data with a frequentist
approach. It was determined which parameters to estimate by using a sensitivity
analysis performed by other students in the research group and the most sensitive
parameters were used. In order to get desirable results, data was generated by
adding noise to curve fits, as was done in the HIV example presented earlier
(Smith, 2014).
The parameters being estimated have chains (Figure 3.1) that are tightly bound.
This is similar to the HIV example chains (Figure 2.2a) shown earlier. Simply
identifying if the parameter space was restricted is not a perfect method for
determining convergence of chains, but it does provide a general way of deciding
which chains may have converged. In the future, convergence of the chains
can be checked using numerical techniques. It is also important to note that
the densities (Figure 3.2) associated with these chains appear approximately
normal, which lends more legitimacy to the results. However, the skewness of
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Figure 3.1.: Chains for Patient 7 estimating parameters k1 and k7 , with 200,000 iterations, burn-in time of 20,000, and uniform priors over the parameter
space.

the density plot for parameter k1 does not necessarily indicate poor results, as
complex biological models are often far from perfect.
A similar run with patient 8 was made, and the chains (Figure 3.3) and densities
(Figure 3.4) are presented. The burn-in time was 20,000, and it was run for
200,000 iterations. Once again, a subset of the parameter space was chosen and
curve fit results were used to fix the other parameters and generate data. This
time the subset was parameters k8 and k11 . Once again, the chains (Figure 3.1)
remain in a narrow range compared to the prior distribution, making it seem
likely that the chains did in fact converge.
When observing the densities (Figure 3.4), the parameters appear to have quite
Gaussian distributions. This is especially true for the parameter k8 . However, the
density for k11 is very right-skewed. This is due to the way we have restricted the
parameters to be only positive. The DRAM code will never accept a state in which
a parameter is less than zero because negative values for these growth, decay,
and interaction rates would not make biological sense. Therefore, the parameter

3.1 Chains and Densities
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Figure 3.2.: Densities for Patient 7 estimating parameters k1 and k7 , with 200,000
iterations, burn-in time of 20,000, and uniform priors over the parameter
space.

k11 is cut-off at zero. This manifests itself has a posterior density that appears to
be Gaussian, with the left-tail cut off at zero.

Finally, a third similar run was performed using the data for patient 14. Once
again, the algorithm was run for 200,000 steps with a burn-in time of 20,000. A
subset of parameters was selected, k4 , k7 , and k8 , while the other nine parameters
were fixed to curve fit values. Data was generated in a similar way as the
other two runs, using noise added to the curve fits of the MMPs, TIMPs, and
ECM. Figure 3.5 shows the chains for these three parameters. Overall, the
chains remain in tight bounds and appear to converge. The first 50,000 steps
appear clearly different than the rest of the run. This is due to the way the
Adaptive Metropolis algorithm works. As the DRAM algorithm runs, it is initially
running as just a Delayed Rejection algorithm. At the 50,000 iterations mark, the
Adaptive Metropolis algorithm kicks in, and the parameter space begins to be
more effectively sampled. This leads to the chains looking more similar to the
converging chains seen earlier.
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Figure 3.3.: Chains for Patient 8 estimating parameters k8 and k11 , with 200,000 iterations, burn-in time of 20,000, and uniform priors over the parameter
space.

The densities (Figure 3.6) are a bit different than those seen in the other density
plots. Although the shape is overall approximately normal, the densities for
parameters k4 and k7 have a jagged appearance at their peaks. This is likely
due to the non-adaptive period at the beginning of the run. These long periods
of poor sampling lead to several smaller peaks on top of the main peak of the
density. Overall, these densities are still quite good.

3.2 Pairwise Plots
DRAM also has the ability to create pairwise plots between parameters. These
pairwise plots are simply the values for each parameter plotted against each other
for each iteration of a given run. This allows potential issues with the model to
be found by showing dependence or correlation between parameters.
A pairwise plot (Figure 3.7) between parameters k1 and k7 for patient 7 was
generated. This pairwise plot is a great example of the sort of results you hope

3.2 Pairwise Plots
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Figure 3.4.: Densities for Patient 8 estimating parameters k8 and k11 , with 200,000
iterations, burn-in time of 20,000, and uniform priors over the parameter
space.

to see in a pairwise plot. The nearly circular plot indicates very little, if any,
correlation between parameters k1 and k7 . This means that k1 and k7 , at least for
patient 7, are parameters that can be identified independent of one another.
The pairwise plot (Figure 3.8) between parameters k8 and k11 for patient 8 was
also generated. This pairwise plot is not quite what is wanted. Compared to the
patient 7 pairwise plot (Figure 3.7), the shape of this plot is quite irregular. The
indicates that there may be some dependence between k8 and k11 . The shape
seems to indicate that for increasingly large values of k8 , there is corresponding
decreasing maximum value that k11 can attain and likewise for minimum values
of k11 . This may be due to the model itself, and warrants further investigation
into the relationship between parameters k8 and k11 .
Finally, the pairwise plots (Figure 3.9) between each pair of parameters k4 , k7 , and
k8 were also generated. The plot between parameters k4 and k7 indicates a near
perfect negative correlation between k4 and k7 . This is not wanted in a model,
however the complexity of biological models will often lead to strong correlations
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Figure 3.5.: Chains for Patient 14 estimating parameters k4 , k7 , and k8 , with 200,000
iterations, burn-in time of 20,000, and uniform priors over the parameter
space.

such as this one. What this means for our model is that the parameters k4 and k7
cannot be identified independently of one another. In order to fix this issue, either
the model must be changed or one of the strongly correlated parameters should
be fixed to values found using a frequentist approach. This sort of result means
the relationship between parameters k4 and k7 should be investigated thoroughly
in the future. The other two plots indicate very little, if any, correlation between
the parameter k8 and the other two parameters, k4 and k7 . The plot between
parameters k4 and k8 is somewhat skewed but this can be explained by viewing
the cut off value of the parameter k4 . Since this parameter has a hard cutoff at
zero, the corresponding pairwise plots for k4 will likely be skewed. This also
explains the oblong shape seen in the pairwise plots between k8 and k7 . Although
neither parameter approaches a hard cutoff value, the near perfect correlation
between the parameters k4 and k7 leads to anything involving k7 exhibiting many
of the same properties as those involving k4 . In fact, upon further investigation
of the two pairwise plots involving parameter k8 , it is clear to see that the plots
are mirror images of each other.

3.2 Pairwise Plots
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Figure 3.6.: Densities for Patient 14 estimating parameters k4 , k7 , and k8 , with 200,000
iterations, burn-in time of 20,000, and uniform priors over the parameter
space.

3.3 Credible and Prediction Envelopes
The DRAM code can also plot credible and prediction envelopes after chains have
been generated. Credible intervals are the Bayesian analog of the frequentist
confidence intervals. Essentially, a 95% credible interval gives a range in which it
is expected that 95% of random samples will have a mean in this range. A 95%
prediction interval, on the other hand, is an interval in which it is expected that
95% of future observations will fall.
The prediction and credible intervals (Figure 3.10) for the patient 7 run were
created. The inner, darker shaded regions show the credible intervals whereas
the outer, lighter shaded regions show the prediction intervals. The prediction
intervals in this case are quite good. Particularly, it is important to note that the
range of values for MMPs and TIMP stay within a quite narrow range. Furthermore, the ECM also appears to stay in a reasonable range. Since, as the wound
heals, ECM approaches 1, it is inevitable that the interval will fall out of the range
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Figure 3.7.: Pairwise plot for the parameters k1 and k7 for patient 7

of possible values for ECM, 0 to 1. Similarly, the interval for the fibroblasts falls
out of this range as well, though the intervals are quite small.
The credible and prediction intervals (Figure 3.11) for patient 8 were generated
as well. It is important to note that this run only goes to week 8. This is because
at week 12, the wound was healed. Thus, the value of ECM at week 12 is 1, and
data was unable to be collected for MMPs and TIMPs at this point since the wound
was healed. Therefore, the intervals only go to week 8 as the prediction envelope
algorithm in DRAM does not allow for uneven datasets. Once again, the darker
region is the credible interval and the lighter region is the prediction interval, but
with this plot, the credible intervals are barely visible. Overall, these intervals are
not great results. The observed data falls out of the prediction intervals at several
data points. Additionally, the MMP and fibroblast prediction intervals have large
portions that fall in unreasonable values, specifically below 0. It is also of note
that the MMP, TIMP, and fibroblast equations are all nearly constant, meaning
not all of the information present in the data is being captured in the model. The
fibroblast equation being nearly constant is likely due to the small value of the
parameter k11 in the DRAM results. k11 acts as a growth rate for the fibroblast,
thus a small value leads to a near constant equation. Furthermore, the quite large

3.3 Credible and Prediction Envelopes
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Figure 3.8.: Pairwise plot for the parameters k8 and k11 for patient 8

value of k8 is making up for this small number of fibroblasts. k8 is effectively the
production rate of ECM by the fibroblasts. With such a low number of fibroblasts
that is barely changing, a large value of k8 is required to make up for this.
The credible and prediction intervals (Figure 3.12) for the patient 14 run were
also generated. Similar to the patient 8 case, the intervals stop at week 4. With
patient 14, the wound healed at week 8, so no more data could be collected. Once
again, the darker, smaller regions show the credible intervals whereas the larger,
lighter regions show the prediction intervals. These intervals are significantly
better than the intervals for the patient 8 run (Figure 3.11). The intervals shown
are quite narrow and, for the most part, remain in a relatively small interval.
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Figure 3.9.: Pairwise plots for the parameters k4 , k7 , and k8 for patient 14

Figure 3.10.: Prediction envelopes for patient 7

3.3 Credible and Prediction Envelopes
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Figure 3.11.: Prediction envelopes for patient 8

Figure 3.12.: Prediction envelopes for patient 14
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4.1 Parallel Tempering
Parallel Tempering is a method by which even more complex posterior distributions can be explored. The concepts of Parallel Tempering can be applied to many
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms, but it will be explained here using the
context of Metropolis-Hastings algorithms. With a typical Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm, a single Markov chain is generated and used to explore the posterior
distribution.
With Parallel Tempering, however, several replicas are run at once. This means
that some number, say M , Markov chains are being simultaneously generated using a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Each replica has an associated temperature.
This concept of temperature stems from molecular dynamics, which was an early
field to use parallel tempering. Although the temperature at which the replica is
run does not necessarily have a physical quantity associated with it in this model
it is still important. The temperature at which a replica is run affects how this
replica accepts states. Generally, higher temperature replicas will explore more of
the parameter space whereas lower temperature states will remain in a smaller
area of the parameter space.
After each step, a global swap move is proposed with a certain probability. This
global swap move is a proposed swap of the states of two replicas. Thus, after
some number of local Metropolis-Hastings moves, a global swap move is proposed
to exchange information between chains. If the global swap is accepted, the
chains will swap parameter values and the algorithm will continue, otherwise the
chains remain in the same place. This allows the parameter space to be explored
widely by the higher temperature chains while the lower temperature chains
explore the shape of the posterior in local regions. Overall, the algorithm leads to
faster and more thorough parameter space exploration (Earl and Deem, 2005).
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4.2 Implementation of Parallel Tempering
Parallel Tempering was implemented in MATLAB using repeated calls to the DRAM
algorithm. The number of steps before proposing a swap was predetermined and
the DRAM algorithm called for that number of simulations. The chain was then
returned and a swap value proposed using the last value of the returned chain
fragment. After the swap is proposed, and acceptance or rejection of the swap
determined, the DRAM algorithm is called again.
The full extent of DRAM is not actually used here. Since the previous values of
the chain is lost when each new swap is proposed, the Adaptive Metropolis part
of the algorithm is all but useless, as it depends on all previous values of the
chain. However, the Delayed Rejection aspect of the algorithm is still utilized. In
order to capture the temperature aspect of the algorithm, the model variance is
set to a multiple of the estimated variance. Thus, a chain of temperature 1 will
have a model variance of σ 2 and a chain of temperature 10 will have a model
variance of 10σ 2 , where σ 2 is some previously estimated model variance.

Figure 4.1.: Chains for the Himmelblau example with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1 and 10
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Figure 4.2.: Densities for the Himmelblau example with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1 and 10

This code was ran using the Himmelblau example from earlier (Figure 2.1) and
chains (Figure 4.1) and densities (Figure 4.2) were created. The results of this
example are good ones, matching the previous DRAM results. Thus, this example
shows that the Parallel Tempering algorithm works, although it does not show
any situations where the chains jump from one area to another.
Chains (Figure 4.3) and densities (Figure 4.4) using the parallel tempering
algorithm on the HIV example shown earlier (Figure 2.2). The results for the
parameter λ1 are quite good and match the DRAM results presented earlier. The
remaining parameters do not exhibit as good of results.

4.3 Parallel Tempering Results
Chains (Figure 4.5) and densities (Figure 4.6) were created using parallel tempering on patient 7, estimating parameters k1 and k7 . This is the same subset of
parameters estimated using DRAM. As with the DRAM run, data was generated by
adding noise to the curve fits. The chain and density for k1 seems to match quite

4.3
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Figure 4.3.: Chains for the HIV example with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1
and 10

closely with the chain and density in the DRAM results. The parallel tempering
algorithm captured the skewness of this density that the DRAM results showed
as well. This allows for some validation of the DRAM results. More specifically,
since a different algorithm obtained similar results, more credibility is lent to the
results. On the other hand, the chains for parameter k7 are not good at all. They
have both stagnated and are not converging to any distribution. This does lessen
the degree of confidence in the results. Thus, more runs of this model should be
obtained. Differing the temperatures of each chain may yield a result that gives
better verification of the DRAM results.
Chains (Figure 4.7) and densities (Figure 4.8) were also created using parallel
tempering on patient 8, estimating parameters k8 and k11 . This is the same subset
that was used for the DRAM results for patient 8. Recall that the curve fits and
prediction intervals for patient 8 were less than desirable. This was likely due to
the extraordinarily small value of k11 found using the DRAM algorithm. These
results, however, tell a different story. While the higher temperature chain for
k11 seems to match the DRAM results, as it remains in much of the same area
as the DRAM chain, the lower density chain for k11 indicated a larger value for
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Figure 4.4.: Densities for the HIV example with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1
and 10

this parameter than DRAM found. This subsequently lead to a decrease in the
value of k8 , as the model no longer had to make up for the lack of fibroblasts to
produce ECM. These results mean that these parameters for this patient should
be explored in greater depth. DRAM should be run with different starting values
for the chain in order to explore this specific part of the chain. Additionally, the
parallel tempering algorithm should be run for more than 10,000 steps to verify
that these results are accurate.
Chains (Figure 4.9) and densities (Figure 4.10) were created using parallel
tempering on patient 14, run to 10,000 steps, estimating parameters k4 , k7 , and
k8 . All other parameters were fixed to curve fit values and data was generated by
adding noise to curve fits. As with the other parallel tempering results, this the
same subset of parameters used when running DRAM for patient 14. This time,
the results for all three parameters seem to match quite well with the DRAM
chains (Figure 3.5) and densities (Figure 3.6). The skewness of each of the
parameters’ densities, as well as the mode of the densities are very similar to
the DRAM results. Also, the strong negative correlation between parameters k4
and k7 is clearly present here. Observing these parameters’ densities, it is easy to
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Figure 4.5.: Chains for patient 7 with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1 and 10

see that they are mirror images of each other. Similarly, the chains of the these
parameters seem to jump at the same time. These similar results with regards to
the densities and the clear presence of capturing the correlation lend credibility
to the DRAM results. However, this model should be run for a longer number of
steps to verify these results.
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Figure 4.6.: Densities for patient 7 with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1 and 10

Figure 4.7.: Chains for patient 8 with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1 and 10
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Figure 4.8.: Densities for patient 8 with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1 and 10

Figure 4.9.: Chains for patient 14 with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1 and 10
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Figure 4.10.: Densities for patient 14 with 10,000 iterations and temperatures of 1 and
10
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5.1 Conclusion
In conclusion, being able to accurately model the wound healing process can help
medical professionals predict how a wound is going to heal, and adjust medical
treatment accordingly. The better the ability is to model the complex process of
chronic wound healing, the better treatment can be. Specifically, as the ability to
estimate parameters associated with individual patients improves, so does the
ability to accurately predict how a wound will heal.
The techniques employed here attempt to better estimate the parameters associated with the model. Using Bayesian techniques to estimate parameters and
create prediction intervals helps find more accurate parameter estimates and
predictions. Bayesian techniques are especially useful for models with sparse data,
as the wound model has. Thus, using the DRAM algorithm to predict parameters
can help find more accurate parameters with narrower credible and prediction
intervals. Additionally, the use of parallel tempering aids in the verification of
DRAM results; if two different algorithms yield the same results, those results
can be better trusted.

5.2 Future Work
Moving forward, there is a great deal that can still be done. Better informative
priors may be able to be formulated in order to get better convergence of the
chains. Also, DRAM will be run for more patients, and results among all of the
patients can be compared. These results can also be compared with results that
have been obtained using a frequentist approach. Another possibility moving
forward could be to estimate parameters in the model using other Bayesian
algorithms, such as DREAM, and comparing these results to results using DRAM
and frequentist approaches. Overall, both DRAM and the Parallel Tempering
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algorithm should be run for more patients and the size of subsets should be
increased as much as possible.

5.2 Future Work
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Appendix: Delayed Rejection
Adaptive Metropolis Code

A

The function woundmcmc is called by another file or in the command line. This
function accepts as input a matrix of data, called ydata, that contains time and
data for the state variables. It also accepts y0, the initial value for the state
variables, and k0, the initial guess for each parameter. The input values muarray
and sigarray are the mean and variance of the priors. These are 0 and infinity,
respectively, for a noninformative prior. The values nsim and burnin are the
number of simulations to run and the burn-in time. This function makes calls
to mcmcrun, chainstats, mcmcplot, mcmcpred, and mcmcpredplot which come
from the DRAM code (Haario et al., 2001). These are used to run DRAM, show
chain statistics, plot the results, create prediction intervals, and plot prediction
intervals, respectively.
The function woundss accepts a vector of parameter values and the data. It
then solves the system of ODEs using the built in Matlab ODE solver ode15s and
returns the sum of squared errors for this solution. The function woundss also
calls woundode, which contains the system of ODEs.
For each run where some parameters are fixed to curve fitted values, the woundmcmc and woundode files must be modified. The woundmcmc file simply needs
the parameters that are being fixed to be commented out of the params structure.
In the woundode file, the curve fit values of parameters for the patient whose
data is used for the current run must be included as the vector params. Each
parameter being fixed is then set to its curve fitted value and each parameter
being estimated is set to its respective position in the parameter vector k. In the
code shown here, patient 7 data is being run with parameters k1 and k7 being
estimated.

A.1 woundmcmc.m
%% Input
% ydata: Cell containing the larger time set (E_t)
% y0: Initial conditions
% k0: Previous parameter estimations
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%
%
%
%
%

muarray: The means for the Guassian prior for each parameter
sigarray: The variances for the Guassian prior for each parameter
nsim: Number of simulations to run
burnin: Burn in time
dataname: Name of patient

function woundmcmc(ydata, y0, k0, muarray, sigarray, nsim, burnin)
clear model data params options
%% Observed data
data.ydata = ydata;
%% Initial Conditions
data.y0 = y0;
%% Model, Options, and Parameters
model.ssfun = @woundss;
%% Param| Init | LB| UB | N(
,
^2 )
params = {
{'k1', k0(1), 0, 200, muarray(1), sigarray(1)}
{'k2', k0(2), 0, 200, muarray(2), sigarray(2)}
{'k3', k0(3), 0, 200, muarray(3), sigarray(3)}
{'k4', k0(4), 0, 200, muarray(4), sigarray(4)}
{'k5', k0(5), 0, 500, muarray(5), sigarray(5)}
{'k6', k0(6), 0, 200, muarray(6), sigarray(6)}
{'k7', k0(7), 0, 200, muarray(7), sigarray(7)}
{'k8', k0(8), 0, 200, muarray(8), sigarray(8)}
{'k9', k0(9), 0, 200, muarray(9), sigarray(9)}
{'k10', k0(10), 0, 200, muarray(10), sigarray(10)}
{'k11', k0(11), 0, 200, muarray(11), sigarray(11)}
{'fi', k0(12), 0, 1, muarray(12), sigarray(12)}
};
%% Input options
options.burnintime = burnin;
options.nsimu = nsim;
options.updatesigma = 1;
%% Run the mcmc code
[results,chain,s2chain] = mcmcrun(model,data,params,options);
%% Get the chain statistics
chainstats(chain,results)
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%% Plot the Chains
figure(1); clf
mcmcplot(chain,[],results,'chainpanel')
%% Plot the Densities
figure(2); clf
mcmcplot(chain,[],results,'denspanel')
%% Create the Predictive Envelope
% Initialize modelfun
model.modelfun = @(d,th) woundfun(d.ydata(:,1),th,d.y0);
out = mcmcpred(results,chain,[],data,model.modelfun);
ylabels = {'MMPs','TIMPS','ECM','fibroblasts'};
figure(4); clf
mcmcpredplot(out)
hold on
for i=1:3
subplot(4,1,i)
hold on
plot(data.ydata(:,1),data.ydata(:,i+1),'s');
ylabel(''); title(ylabels(i));
hold off
end
subplot(4,1,4)
title(ylabels(4));
hold off
end

A.2 woundss.m
function ss = woundss(k,data)
% sum-of-squares for wound model
% Save time, data for MMPs, TIMPs, and ECM, and initial conditions as
time, Mobs, Tobs, Eobs, and y0
time = data.ydata(:,1);
Mobs = data.ydata(:,2);
Tobs = data.ydata(:,3);
Eobs = data.ydata(:,4);
y0 = data.y0;

A.2

woundss.m
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% Solve the wound ODE with ode15s and save the results for MMPs, TIMPs,
and EMC and Mmodel, Tmodel, and Emodel
[t,y] = ode15s(@woundode, time, y0, [], k);
Mmodel = y(:,1);
Tmodel = y(:,2);
Emodel = y(:,3);
% Take the sum of squared differences between the observed data and
results from solving the ODEs
ss = sum((Mobs - Mmodel).^2) + sum((Tobs - Tmodel).^2) + sum((Eobs Emodel).^2);

A.3 woundode.m
function dy = woundodeind(t,y,k)
M=y(1); T=y(2); E=y(3); f=y(4); n = 3;
% patient 7 curve fitted parameter values
params = [4.507915023,2.406465519,0.012,.0261,20.14657695,
1.985127639,0.317350557,0.412560769,0.009146419,0.006366062,
7.690197607,0.0578]';
% Initialize the parameters
k1 = k(1);
k2 = params(2);
k3 = params(3);
k4 = params(4);
k5 = params(5);
k6 = params(6);
k7 = k(2);
k8 = params(8);
k9 = params(9);
k10 = params(10);
k11 = params(11);
fi = params(12);
% System of ODEs
dy = [
((k1*M^n)/(k2^n + M^n))*(f+fi) - k3*M - k4*M*T;
((k5*T^n)/(k6^n + T^n))*(f+fi)*M - k7*T - k4*M*T;
k8*(f+fi)*(1-E) - k9*M*E - k10*E;
k11*(f+fi)*(1-(f+fi));
];
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A.4 woundfun.m
function y=woundfun(time,k,y0)
[~,y] = ode15s(@woundodeind,time,y0,[],k);
end

A.4 woundfun.m
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B

The function parallelmcmc accepts 10 input values and uses repeated calls to
mcmcstat to generate the parallel chains. The woundss function shown earlier
is called by inputing a model structure that contains woundss as the ssfun
function.

B.1 parallelmcmc.m
%% Input
% nsimu: Total number of simulations
% y0: initial y-value for state variables
% ydata: data for state variables
% k01: initial parameter values for the first chain
% k02: initial parameter values for the second chain
% params: parameter cell
% exchangeProb: probability of proposing an exchange
% temp: temperature array for replicas
% model: contains model.ssfun
% cov: proposed covariance matrix
%%
function [chain1,chain2,results1,results2] =
mcmcparallel(nsimu,y0,ydata,k01,k02,params,exchangeProb,temp,model,qcov)
% Determine which steps will in have swap proposals
swaps = rand(1,nsimu);
newI = 1;
for i = 1:nsimu
if swaps(i) < exchangeProb
swapProp(newI) = i;
newI = newI + 1;
end
end
% Data structure
data.y0 = y0;
data.ydata = ydata;
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% Default options
if(~isempty(qcov))
options.qcov = qcov;
end
options.updatesigma = 0;
options.method = 'dr';
options.waitbar = 0;
options.verbosity = 0;
model1 = model;
model1.sigma2 = temp(1);
model2 = model;
model2.sigma2 = temp(2);
% Initialize empty chains and parameter values
chain1 = [];
chain2 = [];
params1 = params;
params2 = params;
lastNum = 0;
% Pre-generate random number vector to determine swap acceptance
randNum = rand(length(swapProp),1);
% Begin loop
for i = 1:length(swapProp)
for j = 1:length(params)
params1{j}{2} = k01(j);
params2{j}{2} = k02(j);
end
% Call mcmcrun for the number of steps before next swap proposal
options.nsimu = swapProp(i) - lastNum;
[results1,tempchain1,~] = mcmcrun(model1,data,params1,options);
[results2,tempchain2,~] = mcmcrun(model2,data,params2,options);
% Append the returned chains to the existing chians
chain1 = [chain1,tempchain1'];
chain2 = [chain2,tempchain2'];
% Determine if swap is accepted
[~, col] = size(chain1);
ss1 = model.ssfun(chain1(:,col),data);
ss2 = model.ssfun(chain2(:,col),data);
deltass = ss2 - ss1;
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deltaBeta = 1/temp(2) - 1/temp(1);
lastNum = swapProp(i);
if(randNum(i) < exp(deltass*deltaBeta))
swaps = swaps+1;
k01 = chain2(:,col);
k02 = chain1(:,col);
else
k01 = chain1(:,col);
k02 = chain2(:,col);
end
swapProp(i)
end
%% Graphing
figure(1); clf
[row, col] = size(chain1);
subx = ceil(sqrt(row));
suby = floor(sqrt(row));
while(subx*suby < row)
suby = suby+1;
end
for i = 1:row
subplot(subx,suby,i);
scatter(1:col,chain2(i,:),2,[ 0.9100, 0.4100, 0.1700],'filled')
hold on
scatter(1:col,chain1(i,:),2,'blue','filled')
title(results1.names{i})
hold off
end
figure(2); clf
for i = 1:row
subplot(subx,suby,i);
[y,x]=density([chain1(i,:),chain2(i,:)]);
plot(x,y,'Color',[0,0,0])
set(gca,'ytick',[])
title(results1.names{i})
hold off
end
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